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Background Information 

The five scenes are:  

I Moto perpetuo – at 30.43 in the video 

II Duet – at 34.13 in the video  

III Canzone da caccia – at 35.37 in the video  

IV Trio – at 38.38 in the video  

V Le voyage américain – at 40.00 in the video 

Program Note from composer’s website: Five Scenes is a series of interconnected narrative vignettes. The odd num-

bered scenes play with musical tropes- the first scene takes on the character of a slightly wonky moto perpetuo; in the 

third, Classical evocations of hunting music have shifting alliances and allegiances between instruments as they form a 

murderous pack to eventually destroy the brassy interloper. Interspersed, the two even numbered scenes carry a 

more abstract narrative explored first in a duo, then in a trio. Finally, the fifth and final scene is musical tourism - my 

interpretation in Sydney of American prairie music in the style of ‘Spanish’ music written in Paris or, earlier, ‘Turkish’ 

music written in Vienna.  

Whitney talks about his approach to composition - from his website: I consider my composition to be a form of story-

telling. Sometimes I’m the only person who knows the story, but ideas of narrative and movement inform everything 

that I write. I’m also influenced by French composers of the 20th century, so I’m also known for making colour and wit 

and musical tourism central to my music. 

Activities 

The composer has provided excellent notes about Five Scenes in the Program Note above. Read his description of each 

scene, and then listen to that scene immediately. Choose one of the Scenes that you find interesting. Listen again, with 

the composer’s description in mind. Jot down notes as you listen. 

 

Suggested Listening Activities for VCE Music Style and Composition 

https://ianwhitney.com.au/
http://www.facebook.com/arcadiawinds/


Suggested Listening Activities for VCE Music Style and Composition 

Find examples of imitation, and “hunting horn calls” in this Scene. 

How is contrast achieved between these two Scenes?  

Jot down all the changes and styles you hear in this Scene. See if others agree with your list. Discuss.   

Five Scenes continued... 

 

 

 

 
Moto perpetuo is an Italian term that indicates a continuous stream of notes at a fast tempo. It might be boring to 

hear such a relentless flow of notes, so composers need to find ways to keep things interesting.  

The music changes dramatically between Scene 1 and Scene 2.  

 

 

Canzone di caccia is another Italian term, meaning “hunting song”. Hunting songs often feature horn calls.  “Caccia” 

was also a popular musical form in Renaissance music, in which instruments and voices would “chase” each other 

through rounds, canons, and imitation.  

 

 
The music changes again between Scene 3 and Scene 4.  

 

 

In Le Voyage américain there are many changes of musical style, referencing various styles of American music from 

the 20th Century.  

 

 

Further Explorations 

Create your own Five Scenes for any combination of five instruments or voices, exploring the use of contrast between 

scenes. Listen to some other examples of “Moto Perpetuo” or “Caccia” music. Create your own.   

Building upon the composer’s summary in the Program Note, write your own, detailed description of 

what you hear in your chosen Scene. Refer to the use of music elements and compositional devices, 

and support your claims with musical examples from the video.  

This listening resource has been developed by; 

Jeannie Marsh – Music Teacher, Singer, Community Arts Leader 

How does Whitney create drama, variety, humour, and interest in his Moto Perpetuo? Find  

examples of his use of interjections, stabs, silences, changing instrumental roles, and other  

compositional devices.  

How is contrast achieved between these two Scenes?  


